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Suddenly I hear music. Then the main lights in the room have being switched off. Leaving the stage
lights on..Followed by clapping as a man walks onto the stage.

He speaks to the audience in German. I’m a about the ask Heinz for a translation. When the man
speaks in English..

Welcome to the Pimpernel 2 club ..our English guest James.. I nearly fall of my chair in shock of
hearing my name. The show is called meeting in the woods and stars Franz and his best friend
Ballard…

Ballard is an unusual name for a man I ‘m thinking when I get the shock of my life when the curtain
is raised ,

I see a naked man walk onto the stage with a Rottweiler and bow to the audience. So the dog is
called Ballard . I should have guessed when he said best friend .

A bench is in the middle of the stage. Franz sits on the bench and strokes the dog .. The dog starts to
lick Franz cock and balls which have been restrained with a leather cock strap to keep it hard.

Not a bad size either I think..as Franz puts his hand under the dog and takes hold of its cock and
starts to rub it making Ballard lick him quicker in response ..

Seeing this has really turned me on .

I have seen films of bestiality with girls being mated with dogs, but not men.. Seeing a man instead
of a women has me more excited. Heinz must sense this by my cock is rigid in response.
.
You like watching this very much .. Your cock is stronger than before the show …Yes it has me
excited darling ..as Franz gets of the bench and joins Ballard .by kneeling on the floor next to him

The dog rolls onto his back. Franz. lowers his head and takes the dogs cock into his mouth and starts
sucking it. .After a short while he stops .Another man enters the stage.

He places a chain lead to Ballards neck . Franz in the meantime positions himself on the floor on his
knees with his ss facing the audience .The un- named man leads Ballard to Franz.

Ballard starts licking Franz ass and balls .I can hear his moans of approval as the dog tongues his
ass and licks between his legs . The man pulls Ballards lead and he stops tonguing Franz.

I am leaking like mad watching this .. Heinz feels it dripping on his hand and bends and gives me
cock a quick suck .I nearly came in your mouth Heinz …. Oh shame you didn’t darling… I wouldhave
liked to have tasted it….as I watch the man apply loads of lubricant to Franz ass .

Afterwards he fingers him . I am amazed to see his whole hand is nearly inside Franz ass

..Amazing… Yes  very  …He takes  his  fingers  well… Yes  he  does…His  very  good….as  the  man
withdraws his fingers and thumb from Franz ass.

All this time Ballard has sat on his hind legs waiting . His very obedient..Yes.. as the man takes hold
of his lead and gives him a command in German .

Ballard mounts Franz back and the man guides his cock to the entrance to Franz ass. After a few



stabs at it and Ballard has in one movement pushed his cock deep inside Franz ass and starts
fucking him …

His good. I think to myself. ..His got me so horny watching him thrusting his cook into Franz ass.His
fucking him like this makes me wish I was in Franz place instead.. .

The idea suddenly came into my head. What am I thinking..But the truth is my thought is right in
telling me I want to be in Franz place right now .I am suddenly distracted from my thoughts by the
sound of clapping..I can see why and join in the clapping

Watching Ballard pushing his large knot inside Franz ass and it is making him moan louder still
reminds me of when I take large cocks up my ass I react the same way as him, Now I see his ass has
been is really stretched now by Ballard’s knot. . I can hear his breathing is faster. He must be
relaxing himself enough to accept Ballard’s knot I think to myself ..Like I do when I take a large cock
up me

Ballard keeps his knot inside Franz ass for a good fifteen minutes before I hear Franz’s moans of
relief as Ballard withdraws his shrunken knot and cock from Franz well fucked ass and dismounts
from him…

The clapping starts again as Franz take a bow as Ballard sits beside him and barks at the audience
as the curtain closes ..You enjoyed the show ..

Yes and seeing it for real instead of in a film ..Had me excited as you know…. I nearly came when
you sucked me during it….

I  cant  get  the  show out  of  my  mind  darling..  Its  something  new and  so  exciting  and  for  a
pinkhorse.gif club to have it in a show. is something that will never happen in England ..

I agree darling I also felt and saw your excitement when the dog pushed his cock into Franz ass .

Has that moment made you feel you would like to have been Franz ..?..

It did . For a time I did imagine That the dogs cock was inside My ass instead at the time Franz was
taking it in his ass …

Well imagine for a moment the dog has its cock inside you …Would it not please you ?. .I imagine it
would . But we all imagine this way about being part of some kinky sexual scenes we are watching at
the time whether its in straight or pinkhorse.gif porn or bestiality films Heinz.

I agree darling we do.. But you were so intense .during the show. That was because of watching the
dog penetrate Franz ass so well …It could be made real for you if you wanted it to be real…In place
of letting imagination go wild and wish it was you being fucked by Ballard or another animal..?..

Yes I would want a dog to fuck me ….Putting it that way to me…

But reality also tells me I wouldn’t be able to take a dog fucking me physically at present … . I
wouldn’t be loose enough to accept its large knot inside me..It would take a lot of time for me to be
able  to  accept  a  dog like  Ballard  large  knot  inside  my ass  Heinz… So for  now it  must  stay
imagination … No darling you are wrong thinking this is the case I promise..

The reality is you could take the dogs knot inside your ass..How ..?…Franz will tell you darling …If
you can take large cock’s in your ass which you can .. You had mine in you earlier ..



Believe me darling when I say you can take a dogs cock and knot in your ass You breath more to
relax your muscle to accommodate my cock.. The same with dog ….True I do breath to accommodate
large cock’s …….

I saw Franz breath harder when Ballard pushed his knot inside his ass . Heinz knows this as well

You have me Heinz I cant deny I fancy a dog fucking me ….I really hadn’t given thought that it could
become reality that I could be mated with a dog like Ballard until now ….

I know there is a dog available here tonight….I know there is another show later . Whether its
Ballard or another dog who will be in that show I don’t know .. All I know is dog like Ballard or
Ballard will still be in the club. It doesn’t take much working out that you want to see Ballard or
another dog fuck me Heinz ..

Don’t get upset .I was thinking for you darling..I want you to be sure in your mind seeing there are
dogs that will mate with you in the club as you know …I can arrange for it to become real for you ..It
is not my desire to force you into this decision . It is your decision to make darling .. I want you to be
happy with me..

Yes you are right it I could make it real for you .You agree you have a strong desire to go with a dog
yes…?…… Yes. your right I do … .

Also if you decide you want to feel relaxed more there is a drink that will relax you so you wont feel
to much pain when the dogs knot is pushed inside you for the first time ..

What get me drunk..? No you will feel Ok .. More relaxed than you are now darling…

Just  thinking that  could happen for  real,  Has made me so excited ..It  has  made my decision
inevitably a positive one .I have let Heinz know this already without saying a word to him .My cock
being erect has confirmed it to him .But I have also to tell him not just let him know by my physical
state .

Heinz my decision is yes go ahead and arrange it …

I am happy for you and it will be a new experience for you ..as he waved to Hanz . who is sitting at
the next table.

Hanz got up from his seat and walked over to us.. I hadn’t noticed him sitting
there .

Hello again.. Hi …Heinz what can I do for you ..?..Can you arrange for James to be mated ..

Oh what a pleasant surprise .. I had no idea… The show has made him want to be mated..

It does that to many who see it .. You sure it isn’t just that..? No I really want to be mated by a
dog…Her excitement and breathing at the prospect of being mated with a dog shows her desire
shows verywell very well Heinz….Looking at my erect cock .. I agree it does..

Ok for you I will make arrangements. for Satan a German shepherd to mate with you James…His
been trained and he will command you from the start ok…Ok. Relax and enjoy his mating you tohim .
Thank you I will

I am sure you will get on well with him .His knot is not as large as Ballard’s , Your ass will still be



stretched when its pushed inside………As I know you have taken Heinz cock… I know it it will not be
a problem for you to take Satan’s knot…..Satan is best for you James… ..

Also we will give you a drink to relax her more .. Of coarse ..I have an idea Heinz…..

How would you feel being mated on stage James ..?.

It will make you feel more excited knowing you are being watched.. Also you will be lost in this
excitement because its different to anything you have done sexual… I am sure you will enjoy it even
more than just being in a room with Satan on your own…

The thought of being mated on stage for the first time is wild… I have already been fucked in front of
the audience by Heinz and Hanz on the floor in the dog position earlier..If I think it of that way……..
Yes why not ..

Go ahead ..Good I will take you and get you ready . Now come with me .. Enjoy darling ..I will try to
Heinz…

Hanz takes hold of my hand and leads me out of the room . ..We walk along the passage and into a
room that has a sink and strips me naked.

I will clean you before I take you to the room where Satan is .. I will let him smell you.. He will lick
you to get a taste of you .. Its normal ..

Afterwards Herbert who looks after the dogs will take you to the back of the stage . After you hear
your introduction Herbert will lead you onto the stage with Satan ..You bow to the audience before
and after ok.. Ok…

Herbert will ready you on stage with his fingers as he did Franz when its time for Satan to penetrate
you Herbert will guide the dogs cock into the entrance of your ass..Seeing its your first time darling
… It is ok for you to play with Satan’s cock……. It is not necessary for to suck it….Unless you want to
taste it …I think I might seeing its not a human cock…..

I want to be liked by the audience Hans. That is very pleasing to hear…..as he pushed the sink stop
in place and turned on the taps and filled the sink with water .

He soaped a sponge and washed me from head to toe . ,Afterwards he took a rubber tube with a
double tube tap fitting one end and a nozzle the other .. Bend please. I bent forwards and supported
my self by resting my hands on my knees.

I  feel the nozzle being pushed inside .  followed by the pressure of the warm water for a few
moments. Hold in the water and sit on here . It was a Porta loo . I sat on it and expelled the water..
now we repeat ok ..Ok .. After he had used the tube a third time.

Now you are clean and ready for Satan..I had to make sure you were clean other wise Satan would
not mate you to him.. His very sensitive ..How many dogs do you have like Satan and Ballard. I
assume Ballard is your’s as well ..? Yes he is ..

I have five other dogs that mate with men plus a wolf I use to mate with men or women…..Awolf…?…

Yes his special to me .. I have had him since he was a cub………

He was abandoned near my house in the countryside … I see …. If all go’s well with you with Satan .



I will let Hector mate with you….as he took hold of me and felt my cock again..

I want you to walk on stage proud .. as he squeezed it .. It is erect in no time ..Very nice as he bends
and gives it a short suck.. Satan will like your cock…It has my scent on it now .. To keep you hard
like this for the show I will fasten this leather strap underneath and it will keep you hard andproud
..Ok

My stage debut

Hanz led me again by the hand out of the room along the passage and into another room .

I saw a man whom I assumed to be Herbert . I saw Franz was resting on a settee with his eye’s
closed with Ballard laying by his side on the floor . I then saw Satan laying on the floor near Herbert
. He sat up when he saw us enter the room .He waited like this until Hanz called him Comenzi here
Satan …Satan came over to us .

He looked at me then Hanz. Hanz nodded his head and Satan began his inspection of my naked body
.

First he licked the whole length of my cock’s shaft and balls .Then he licked inside my
thighs…My breathing shows my excitement  to  Hanz… Franz smiles  as  does Herbert  as  Satan
continues licking me..

I’m enjoying Satan inspection a lot that is until I hear.. Satan comen zi …

Satan moves away and go’s over to Herbert ..Now his had a taste he will want to mate you to
him…Wont he Herbert …? Yes he will Hanz .. in perfect English..How was this brief first meeting
with Satan for you darling ..?.. Great I enjoyed every minute .. Good .. Herbert is ready to takeyou to
the stage …..James are you ready for a show…?. Yes I am..But first a drink to your first sexual
encounter with a dog… as he hands me a small glass of what looks like a liquor.

I take a zip . It has a nice taste to it. its not to sweet a bit of an orange flavour to it I drink it all
because I see Hanz , Herbert and Satan are waiting for me .

Suddenly I feel warm and more relaxed in myself. a nice feeling .

Franz stay there it is only James whose doing the show with Satan.. Ok …Good for him ..Enjoy your
first experience. with a dog James .. After his mated you to him … I promise you will want more of
the same my friend ….I did when I was first mated by Satan .Now Ballard is my lover…Thank you…

Franz. I enjoyed your show earlier..I hope I can perform as well.. You will be ok Satan is a wise
choice for a beginner like you ..I’ll watch you on the CC monitor from this room ….Its over there
see.. Yes I see it… as took Herbert hold of my hand and led me from the room.with Satan on a lead
he led the way to the back entrance to the stage.

As I waited by the side of the stage behind the curtains .I feel so calm. It is as if its I have done this
before..I hear German being spoken I hear the initial J mentioned. I assume its me .I also hear
Herbert’s and Satan’s name’s are mentioned . Then I hear it in English.

Gentlemen we have an extra show for you tonight. A young man who is a guest of a friend has
volunteered  to  be  mated  with  Satan  our  German  Shepherd  for  the  very  first  time  ..  I  hear
clapping,then it dies down .. He will be known to you as J…Assisting him in his preparation before
his mated with Satan is Herbert who you know well..More clapping .. So my friends please give a



warm welcome to J and Satan with Herbert their chaperon …… Yet more clapping, which doesn’t
stop .

Even when Herbert leads me onto the stage as the curtains open the clapping continues, as he takes
a bow to the audience I follow suit and take a bow as well. Only then does the clapping stop.

To start the show I do the same as Franz did with Ballard stroke Satan, but with a difference. I am
still standing..Satan takes over as Hanz said he would and starts licking my cock from dome to base
several times. Making me moan my approval to his tongues actions .Satan licks under my balls
sending more sensations to my brain . I decide to stand with my legs apart for him so he get a better
access to where he wants to lick . After I have assumed the position I hear clapping, The audience
approve it .

I know Satan approves this position when he buries his snout between my legs and starts licking
near my hole . I am nearly riding his nose which is cold to my skin. I manage to move from him and
sit on the bench and raise my knees at the same time supporting them with my arms.

Satan approves my change in position by licking around my balls and then my hole .I feel his tongue
rasp my hole sending electric wave after wave of pleasure .until  he barks ..Herbert motions a
circular motion to me . I understand its meaning and let my knees down as Satan backs away from
me .as I get up from the bench and turn and kneel down and spread my legs as I rest my arms on the
bench..

Soon I can feel the coldness of lubricant being applied to my hole by Herbert . I feel his fingers being
pushed inside . Their stretching me wide. I am accepting them without pain. This surprises me .
Normally I would feel the pain from the pressure but not this time .I hear she has taken his fingers
and thumb very well..,Like Franz had ..I’m amazed by this .. as I feel Herbert’s fingers withdraw
from me ..

I feel another pressure as Satan mounts my back. I also feel his front paws are holding both sides of
my waist. his head is to the side of my own.

Suddenly I feel his cock stabbing me. Then its inside me. It is going in fast and deep. Making me feel
its hardness as it begins fucking me .. I hear clapping .. Satan must be encouraged by this because
his cock is sending my nerve ends wild with its action inside .

I moan my approval each time it go’s in deep in one thrust .I hear a voice in the audience .

She likes his cock in her .. See her ass is very loos now .. After whoever said it I feel another
pressure pushing hard into me .. Suddenly its inside me and the pressure is greater than when
Herbert fingered me ..I now know how Franz felt because Satan is forcing his knot inside my assand
is stretching it wider still I feel no pain just some discomfort..as I hear more clapping .

The audience have approved my show I am happy that Satan has mated with me . Soon I hear the
same voice from the audience See Satan has her mated to him her hole looks great stretched like
that …..

I also get more approval from the same voice when I hear.. She has taken Satan’s large knot inside
her ass very well….This person likes terming me in a female sense .Well as long as his happy.. I am

Also he speaks perfect English . I thought I was the only Englishmen in the club .

Soon I’m distracted from my thoughts when I feel the warmth of his sperm as it spurts deep inside



my ass. Soon after I feel his knot shrinking.

Satan withdraws it from my ass letting it relax onto his cock. That two is withdrawn soon after .Then
he dismounts from me. Leaving me well fucked .and exhausted I stand up and turn around to
standing ovation from the audience .

Herbert motions me to stand back.. I do as asked and bow before the curtain closes in front of us
.

I follow Herbert off the stage and back to the room where Franz is .

Well  done  J  that  was  really  good  to  watch..Thank  you  I  enjoyed  every  minute  ..So  did  we
darling………

I turn around and see Heinz is with Hanz ..Well done my dear as he kisses me….That drink relaxed
me though. Yes it did …But in time you will be able to accept a dogs knot the same waywithout pain..

Ok.. but what was the drink made of ..? .. Are their drugs in it ?.. No drugs

It is a mixture of herbs and wine and fruit ..Mixed altogether… This drink relaxes you mentally and
physically ..It is good to use it when being mated by a dog or taking a larger cock than my own..

Its like your Poppers.. They give you a sense of elation… A special relaxation.. Or a high.. Yes it does
but I don’t use it that often….

Now I understand .. Can I buy this drink.. ? Yes you can in Germany.. I will give you several bottles
to take back to England .. Thank you Hans .

That was my first time . Since then Ihave done shows with all his dogs over the three years I have
known Heinz and Hanz and of course Henrik the clubs manager ..

Enjoy


